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L. this paper it is shown that, given a stable strictly
p p e r model of a stable strictly proper plant, we can
improve the performance robustness of the closed-loop
~yrternthrough the windsurfer approach to adaptive robust control if the deterioration in
robustness
caurcd by increasing the closed-loop bandwidth resulted
in a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio for a certain
dosed-loop output error. This is the key conclusion arisjngfrom a n examination of a series of questions about the
procedure that focus on what one ~ o d like
d to do. and
ahat one can do. Situations that may cause the iterative
identification and control design process in the windsurfer
approach to terminate premacur;ly are also indicated.

.

1 'Introduction
A new adaptive controlrdesign paradigm known as the
Gn&urfer approach was first introduced in [I]. The
objective of this approach is to increase the bandwidth
of a closed-loop system, if possible, to a specified value

through an iterntiwe identification and control design procedure, given that the initial model of the plant may involve significant error i n t h e high frequency region. Furthermore, as the closed-loop bandwidth is being increased,
the closed-loop frequency response is t o be kept approximately flat in the passband so that the closed-loop tran*lent,response is not too oscillatory or h a v i n ~wtcessive
peak overshoot.
A practical scheme for the windsurfer approach was
Presented in 141. It was demonstrated by simulations that
the bandwidth of a closed-loop system can he increased by
itmative applications of the internal model control (IMC)
method [a] and a closed-loop system identification procedure pioneered by Hansen 13).
In this paper, we examine a number of crucial questions
Which arise in this approach for the case of stable plants
With no zeros on the imaginary axis. Among the issues
considered are the following: When can one redesign the
cOntroller and expand the closed-loop bandwidth, without
"-identifying? When should one re-identify? What does
One want to identify in the re-identification procedure?
what can one identify in the re-identification process?
will re-adentification always lead to improved closed-loop
Performance? Attention is restricted to open-loop stable
plants with n o finite zeros on the i m a g i n v axis. Ex'cosiona to more gcnsral situations arc currently under
(21.
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Figure 1: Internal model control structure
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we shall
describe the IMC design stage of the windsurfer approach
and introduce some key concepts and main notations used
in the paper. In section 3 we shall establish properties of
good models for the windsurfer approach. In section 4
we shall describe the control-relevant system identification method employed by the windsurfer approach. In
section 5 we shall studv mechanisms that may influence
the iterative identification and control design process of
In section 6 it will be demonthe windsurfer approach.
..
strated that the performance robustness of a closed-loop
system can be improved through the windsurfer approach.
We shall conclude the paper in section 7.

2

Preliminaries

In the following we shall outline the IMC method as applied in the control design step of the windsurfer approach
..
when the reference input is step function. We shall restrict our study in this paper to the case where the plant
and the models are stable.
We are concerned with a closed-loop rystcm as shown
in figure 1 where G is the transfer function of a stable
plant. A sequence of models (identified from data obtained under closed-loop condition) will usually be involved in the windsurfer approach. We therefore use G;
to denote the i ' h m e b e r in the sequence of stable models
{Go.G1,G>,
.. .]. 00the basis of Gia finite sequence of
controllers { K ; , K:,.. . ,K,!} is designed with the objcctive of increasing the bandwidth of the closed-loop system while keeping the frequency responses approximately
flat within the pass band. Notc that wc shall in general
use K; to denote one of the controllers in the sequence

a

{KP,K!, ...,K!} when it is immaterial to the discussion
which particular controller is involved. Figure 1 shows
that
K. =

Q.

1 - G.Q.
with Q. defined in the IMC method by

Definition 2.3 We ray fiat. with XsPecl to the giucn
reference inpnt r, the closed-loop ~ y ~ t eh m
w good =,,bust
performance with dcsigncd closed-loop bandwidth

if

(11

where [G;], is the minimum phase factor of G ; and

is small, whcrt f;= Ti - T ; is the error i n the
loop t m m f c r function indrcoi by the error i n the modrl
G ; , and Q,(v) u the power spcctml density of the born
wfewnce input signal.

.

Remark

is the suitable IMC filter when the model is stable and
when the reference input is a step function. The integer
n of the IMC filter is chosen such that Q; is proper. The
design parameter A, must be chosen such that the acttr.1
closed-loop transfer fvnction

We noted in [4] that if T, is stable, then there
a strictly- proper transfer function R, such that

It can then easily bc shown that

+

T; = G K ,
1 GK;

is stable.
Remark
Note that the system becomes open-loop when A; a p
proaches zero. Since G is stable, i t is always possible
to make Ti stable by choosing a svfficiently small X i .
It can be shown easily that the dcsigncd closed-loop
tmruferfunction

Since the objective of the windsurfer approach is to
increase the closed-loop bandwidth to a specified value,
we would naturally ask the followink question:

Wlien can the closed-loop bandwidth be incrcoaed with
safety; Ihat is, without losing stabhity, while retaining the w e of the model G.?
Due t o space limitations, it suffice to say that by using
equation (7) we can arrive at the following conclusion:

can also be written as

C1
We can i n c n w e the designed closed-loop band.
width cautiously tf the ezuting closed-loop system has
m b w t stability.
Remark

or

-

T.=F.[G,l.
(6)
where [G.]. is the dl-pass factor associated with Gi.
Remark
Since [G.].(jw) does not affect the magnitude of
T.Cjw), it is d e a r that li;(lw)l is flat in its persband
and A, is the dcslgned clored-loop bandwidth with an
attenuation of -3ndB.
Although the nominal closed-loop transfer function
(or the pair (G.,K.)) is always well behaved, the actual
slosed-loop transfer function T,(or the pair (G, K;)) wuld
.become unstable when A, is too large. To facilitatefurther
discussions we shall introduce the following definitions.
Definition 2.1 W e 3oy that the clored-loop rystem inu of the
volving the conlmller K t , designed on the k
modclGi, h w r o b u s t stability i f the stability of the pair
(G;. Ki) implies the stability of the pair (C,K;). I n this
care we also say that Ki robustly stabilizes G;.
Definition 2.2 For any two clored-loop s y s t e m designed
by the method dcrcribed i n thts subsection, urc ray thal
the one with a larger value of A, har o b e t t e r n o m i n a l
performance.

When A; is increased, a stage can be reached (before
the occurrence of instability) where, because of the
modelling crrors associated with G ; making a significant wntribution to ~lfill~.
-.... the oerfonnance m
bvstness has deteriorated beyond an acceptable level.
At this staple tbc nominal doscd-loop bandwidth is
- it cannot be increered further before a
A; = A;f and
more accurate model G,+, is identified.

.,

3

Properties of Good Models

In section 2 we have concluded that when the perfof
rnance robustness of the closed-loop system has d:tcnorated beyond an acceptable level, it is necessary to rdcnti& a model better than the cdsting one before A.
increared further. This prompts us to ask the follow'nb
~uestion:

What W O U L D W E LIKE to identify, i n order fiat,
with the new model, thc m b u t pcrfonnoncc of the closedloop rystcm can be tmgmved through contmller ndesign?
Before we proceed to answer the last question. We
observe that each stage of the windsurfer approad
volvea an existing model G, and an updated rnodele?'.
Since every stage 01 the iteration
in a slmllar

,

fashion we shall d~scussonly the stage for I = 0 to simplify the notations. Therefore we shall denote the current
model by Go and the updated or newly identified model
by GI. This system of notations will carry over to all
functions ~nvolvcdin the following discussions.
Suppose that GI is identified when AD has reached A{.
A new controller KP will then be designed on the basis
f, GI such that A? has the same value ar A;. Obviously
,would like
to be small. By using equations (1)
to (5). with appropriate adjustments made to the notations, we can write
=
as

I?:I

-c

(Y)
?:

??=
1

+ ( 9 ) r r p (1 - c).

(8)

Figure 2: Closed-loop system just before identification

Clearly it is necessary that
is stable. Since G - GI is
"nknown, therefore we conclude that

C2
We W O U L D LIKE to identify G via a GI
ojrtlficicnt accuracy such that the model GI ratirfier the
rvlgicient conditron of m b u t rtability:

Furthermore we observe that the magnitude of the
in the right hand
designcd sensitivity function 1 side of equation (8) could approach a magnitude of two
if GI has right-half plane zeros within the passband of
= F![G1].. In order that
has a small magnitude,
we require in addition to the above robust stability condition that

e

We W O U L D LIKE lo identzfy G ma n GI
ofsuficient nccumcy ~ t . 4
that

C3

1

[G(jwf- G1(jw)] c(jw)l
G1Ciw)

u sulgiciently smal! or all fnpvencics above the lcrser
of the pasrban<of TI and the frrpvcncy whem right-half
plane =em* of
,TP oonrnr~
rrNote that right-half plane =ems of
a x those of GI
whrch (m a sztuatron with p o d ~denfificotion)will be those
of the plant G.

-.

4

System Identification in the
Windsurfer Approach

Notwithstanding the fact that we have established in the
last section desirable
of a good model for the
windsurfer approach, it is important to ark the following
question:

Whd C A N WE identify by using the system identification procedvrr embedded in Me winhrurfer appmnch!
In this section we shall answer the last question by:
1. Describe a control-relevant system identification
problem.

2. Deduce conditions necessary for good identification.
4.1

Control-relevant system identification

It was indicated a t the end of section 2 that when the d c
signed closed-loop bandwidth has reached a certain value
denoted by A{, the robust performance measure

6

c

If GI h-as right-half plane zeros located within the passband of
it is likely that there is a range of frequency
within the passband of
where the magnitude of the
designed sensitivity function 1
is greater than one.
This has the following consequences:
1. The_re is a range of frequency within the passband
of
where the designed system has poor output
disturbance rejection and the measurement noise is
not well attenuated.

e,

-

e

2. Since the magnitude of the designed sensitivity func-

tion is the inverse of the distance of the open-loop
frequency response curve from the critical point of
stability a t -1 jO. the dcsimed svstem mav have
poor stability margins and t k s i e n i response- if the
magnitude of the designed sensitivity function is excessively large near the edge of the sjstcm passband.

associated with the controller Kof designed on the basis of
Go han become excessivelylarge. It was s h m n in section 3
that, a t this stage, we would like to identify a new model
G1 such that

I

[ ~ ( j w) ~ ~ ( j wc~jw)l
)]
G1bw)

-

is suffrdently small in an a-.
~ ~ r.
o o r i a frcsuencv
te . ranrre.
Unfortunately, it is not clear how to process input-output
measurements to determine GI so that this condition is
naturally or automaticallv satisfied. To overcome this difficulty we shall use input-output measurements and possibly the reference input of the stable closed-loop syatcm
as shown in figure 2 to identify GI such that

+

For these reasons, we may not want t o increase the designed closed-loop bandwidth beyond A: = A{ if GI is
found t o have right-half plane zeros within the passband
of A!.

is minimized. This closed-loop identification problem can
be transformed into an open-loop identification problem
by employing Hanscn'r framework of identification 131.
We shall state this result in the iollowiog theorem. It
G and
is a special case of Thcorcm 2 in 14) when the
the model Go are stable.

T h e o r e m 4.1 Let K,'

~tabilizcG and Go and let

*

where Q!
a pmpcr stable tmnrfer function.
Lct Gr be another model of G , also stabilized by K:
and therefore having a description

where @ is
dcfinc

o

strictly ~ m p e stable
r
tmnsferfunction. Also

t = (1 - G o ~ o f( )P - @a)

(9)

where

a = Qofr, P = y f - Gouf,
and u f and y f are, rr~pectiuely,the input and output of
the plant resulting fmm the application of the controller
K,f. Thru I is a frequency weighted error arising i n the
(open-loop) identification of
that pammetrizes G via

%

Then ( can be czpressed as

Figure 3: Closed-loop output error

4.2

Accurate identification of

hf

In the following we shall show that %f can be identified
effectively (using a finite duration of input-output mea.
surements) only if the signal-tc-noise ratio of a certain
closed-loop output error (to be defined immediately) is
sufficiently high.
W e begin with the definition of the 6losed-loop output
error
as shown in figure 3, where

ef

Remarks
From theorem 4.1 it is clear that minimizing

By substituting the expressions for a and 0 into equa
tion (9) and noting that

with respect to GI is equivalent t o minimizing

1 (1 - GoQ:) (0-%'a) l vm,
with respect
cording to

td

G, provided that G1 is updated act

G+=Go+

%'

(10)
1-%Qo
(The notation 11. ,,I
denotes the average power of
the argument involved.)
e

we can obtain

Since the "input" a is independent of the measurement noise which affects the "output" 0, identification of the stable transfer function

Now we can use the fact that y f = ~ / r +( 1 - T:) H e to
write if as

cf = . + w

whcre

* = Fir

and
w

'

via the stable transfer function

is an open-loop identification problem.

We can summarise the above discussions as follows:
C4
W c can t m m f o n n the problem of identifying G
In closed-loop into a problem of identifying

= (1 - T / ) He.

(13)

(14)
(15)

It is apparent that v is the signal component in 4.I that
cames the useful information about the existing modelling error under dosed-loop condition and w is the noisc
component in
that will be a hindrance to the determination of @. Therefore we can draw an immediate
conclusion:

cf

C5
W e can identify hf only rf the signol-to-noi~e
mtto arsociatcd with the clorcd-loop oztput ermr rrsvlltng
from the ezisttng contmllcr K,' b htgh.

W e shall next show that the normalized variance for
an unbiased estimate of %f will be asymptotically small
in the frequency range where the signal-tc-noise ratio associated with the closed-loop output error is sufficientl~
high.

By substituting equations (13) and (14) into cquation (12) and noting from equation (7) that !?' =
Q: (I - TJ)@, we can write

By using equations (14) and (15) we can deduce that

Em->
J

p,

for ul

5 u 5 w2

if and only if
In practice we use sampled input-output data to -timate a discrete time modd for @ before converting it
to a continuous timc transfer function. We shall assume
that the errors involved in this conversion arc negligible.
Following 161 we can write the variance of an unbiased
estimate of
approximately as

.,
where +,(jw)
is the power spectral density of w , under
the ~onditionthat the order of the discrete time model
for R{ (denoted by rn) and the number of data (denoted
by M ) are large and t h e ratio mlM is small.
~ % ( j w ) ~ o f ( j u ) (1 - !TJ(jw)]ll +-(w) is
Since *.(w)=
the power spectral density of v , we can write the normalized variance of R! a.

for w, _< w _< w,
where O.(w) is the power spectral density of the disturbance noise e. Upon integration we get

blnce

l ~ ' f ~ 1T'(.
*o~ l w~
) l Z +,v ( w>) b , ~ ~
UI

therefore

1
1
1
1
>.
/5

111

- T/(~W)]

H(~w)~'c(~)~.

-2

We can therefore restate the wnditions necessary for the
estimation of R! as follows:

W c can obtain an unbiased cdimate of @ with

C7
for the frequencies where & ( j w )
Remark
*'

a small asymptotic normalized variance i n a certain fre-

#0

qucncy mnge w,

For a finite numbu of data, the normalized variance
of
can only b"c small in the frequency range where
the signal-tonoisz ratio associated with the closedloop output error is sufficiently high.

5w 5

UJ

only if

1. thc ~ t r u c t v r eof the modelset wed i n the estzrnate of
@ i>,uficicntly geneml,
2. there is o certain level of dcteriomtion i n mbust pcrf o n a n c c bonnded f m m below by

We now summarise the above discussion as follows:
C6
W e can obtain ion unbiased estimate of R{ with
a small asympiotic nonnalired variance i n a certain fmquency mnge w,
w _< wz only if

<

1. the rtructun of the model ref wed i n ihc e ~ t i m a t i o n
,' of %I is svficiently geneml,

2. the condition

*+) > p,
-

for

W*

_< W _< W1

for a suSciently large p

> 0.

Remark
e Due to space limitations i t will be reported elsewhere

151 that we can verify experimentally that
practically unbiased estimate of

&.

%f

is a

QY(u)

is ratirfied for a svficicntly large p

> 0.

It is clear that nothing comes for free and it is prudent
to ask the following question:

What i* the pnke that we have to pay, i n term. of syatern perfonnancc, before a ~ u f i c i e n t l yhigh rignal-to-no&
m t i o of the clored-loop output error can be achieved?
- -

We shall next show that i t is necessary to have a certain
level of deterioration in robust performance of the system
relative to the cffcct of noise disturbance befoore the doscdloop output error can acbicvc a sufficiently high signal-tcnoise ratio.

5

Mechanisms that influence
performance robustness and
identification

We have deduced in section 4.2 that deterioration in robust pedormancc is necessary before we can attempt to
find a good estimate of R{. However we should ask:
Doer it means that, imrpcctive of the coures, dctcriomiion in robwt pcrfonancc b always hclpfvl to thc identification of R: ?
The answer is obviously no. We shall next show that
there are three rncchanisms that may lead todeterioration

in robust performance. However only one of them will
to the high signal-tc-noise ratio needed for a
succerdttl estimation of hf.
With appropriate substitutions into equations (14) and
(15) respectively, wc can obtain

and
w=

1

(1 - Ti) H e
(Y)
Ti

1 -I.

(18)

I. There arc thrcc factorr that can caure the perfor.
monce mbwtnrrs to deteriomte. They are namely,
the hare irucruitivc factor, lhc stability margin fa=.
tor, and the non-minimum phase dependent fcctor.
Among there factors, only the response of the phase
insensitive factor to the reference input alone can im.
pmve the aignslh-noise mtio of the cloaed-loop out.
put error.

2. m e n the non-minimum phase rcroa dependent factor o r the stability margin factor ore the main causes
of deteriomtion in robust performance, the signal-tonoise ratio of the closed-loop output e m r can be poor
and it may be dificull to obtain a practically unbiased
estimate of
with o small arymptotic normalized
variance. Thb may c a w c dificultiea in continuing
the iterative identification and control design process.

Since v = F'r we observe that, disregarding changes in
disturbance suppression ability, the deterioration in robust performances is determined by

We therefore conclude from the right-hand side of equation (17) that, for a given reference input, there are three
factors that influence \lf,,\l, through Q.(w):
1. The eKcct of the factor
G-G
(+)

6

Robust Performance Improvement
through The Windsurfer Approach

Ti

on Q.(w) is independent of the phase angle of

Now we know what can be identified, &d previously we
have indicated what we would like to identify. It is therefore logical t o ask:
How doer the ob~cctwhrch we CAN tdenttf~relate to
the object urhtch we W O U L D LIKE to xdcntlfy?

W e shall call this the phase inrcruitive factor

2. The effect of the factor
[I
on *.(w)

depe*

+ (*)G - G

pi] -'

on the gain and phase margins of

We shall call this the stability margin factor.

3. The &ect of the factor 1-

f,/

on @,(w) depends on
the existence of right-half plane zeros of Go within
the passband of T , = ~ F o f [ ~ ~We
] a . shall call this
the non-minimum phase zcms dependent factor.
Howcvcr by using equations (17) and (18) we can
write the signal-t*noisc ratio of the closed-loop output error as

which indicates that for a given situation of reference input and noise disturbance, only an increase
in the magnitude of the phase insensitive factor can
increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the closed-loop
output error.
We shall now summarize the above discussions as follaws:

The answer is that the objects are virtually the same,
although it is not obvious. What we can identify is
couched in terms of
and what we would llke to identify is couched in terms of GI. We need to connect these
characterizations. In this section we shall show that pro.
vided that certain conditions are satisfied, the controller
designed on the baris of the model GI updated through an
estimate of %f can improve the performance robustness
of the system.
Recall fromequation (16) that just before the model Go
is updated through a good estimate of hf,it is necessary
that the signal-to-noise ratio of the closed-loop output
error signal is high and

%I,

IF/(jw)l'*v(w)

> PIP - ~ o ' ( j ~ ) l H ( j ~ ) l ' * ~ ( w )
for wl 5 w < w,.

These requirements imply that lf,/((~w)Iis no longer small
i s the frequency range wr
w 5 w2 and particularly
because of the contribution of the phase insensitive factor.
In order that the robust performance could be improved
through re-identification and re-design, it is necessary
that the complementary-sensitivity weighted multiplicative modelling error associated with the updated model
GI after controller re-design (while keeping A: = A): be
small in the frequency range ul w wz.
It is then relevant to consider the magnitude of the
ratio

<

< <

v c
G g q f
in the frequency range wl < w < w,.

We can establish the following theorem.

T h e o r e m 6.1 Let GO bc a stable strictly pmper model
of G. Suppose that G id stabilized by the controller K!
dcrzgned according to the IMC method ddercribed by q u o tions ( I ) and (2). If
I.

GIir catimoted according to the scheme dercribed by
equations (10) and (11) with @ having the aamc ml.
stive degree as Go,and GIsatisfies the conrimint

<w <

w l such

that %f(jw)

131 F.R.Haneen, A Fractional Representation Approach
to Clored-loop System Identification and Experiment Design, PhD di~rertation,Stanford University,
March 1989.
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2. KP is designed by the IMC method with A? = A!,
then, for each WI

(21 M.Campi, W.S.Lee, B.D.O.Anderson, New Fillers
for Internal Model Control Design, to appear in Int.
J . Robust and Nonlinear Contml.

(51 W.S.Lee,
B.D.O.Anderson,
R.L.Kosut,
and I.M.Y.Mareels, On Some Practical Issues in System Identification for The Windsurfer Approach to
Adaptive Robust Control, to be submitted to lot1
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161 L.Ljung, System Identification: Theory for the u ~ e r ,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1987.

where

Proof
The proof is not given due to space limitations.

0

We noted immediately from theorem 6.1 that if

<

in the frequen& range wl
u 5 w l , th_cn the phase insensitive factor asrpciated with GIand fl will b e smaller
in magnitude thap that associated with Go and
in
the same frequency range. We therefore have the following conclusion, which should he read in conjunction with
conclusions C7 and C8:
CO
I f a practically unbiased catimatc o f & with a
ruficiently small normalized variancc con be obtained ovcr
the frequency mnge wl 5 w 5 w,, with jlof and G, satisfying the conatminh stated i n theorem 6.1, then i t is posrible
to achieve m b w t perfomonce impmnement thmugh con, troller re-design i f the non-minimum phme zemr of GI
, a m ouhide the nominal clorcd-loop pusband.

7 Conclusions
We have shown mainly in this paper that, given a strictlyproper stable model of a strictly-proper stable plant, it
is possible to improve the performancc~robustncssof a
closed-loop system through the windsurfer approach to
adaptive robust control if the deterioration in performance
robustness caused by increasing the closed-loop handwidth resulted in a sufficiently high signal-to-noise for the
closed-loop output error.
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